Planes

Easy Books
Civardi. Going on a plane.
Crews. Flying.
Gay. Bibi takes flight.
Gutman. Lisa’s airplane trip.
Lenski. The little airplane.
London. A Plane goes ka-zoom.
Lyon. Planes fly!
McCarty. Moon plane.
Mitton. Amazing airplanes.
Ormerod. Miss Mouse takes off.
Rockwell. I fly.
Siebert. Plane song.
Stanley. Lettice the flying rabbit.
Sturges. I love planes!
Suen. Air show.
Tarpley. Joe-Joe’s first flight.

Juvenile Fiction
Byars. Coast to coast.
Cussler. The adventures of Vin Fiz.
Moss. Amelia’s family ties.
Reedy. Stealing air.

Non-Fiction
Books on planes:
J629.13 through J629.1333
qJ629.13 through qJ629.1333

Trains

Easy Books
Bee. And the train goes...
Brodsky. (CONCEPT) Sophia and Benjamin watch the train go by.
Brown. Two little trains.
C. C is for caboose: riding the rails from A to Z.
Gibbons. Full steam ahead.
Hubbell. Trains: Steaming! Pulling! Huffing!
Kukin. All aboard!: a true train story.
Lewis. Chugga-chugga choo-choo
London. A train goes clickety-clack.
Lund. All aboard the Dinotrain.
Mallat. Trouble on the tracks.
McMullan. I’m fast!
Mitton. Terrific trains.
**Train Non-Fiction Books**

J385 through J385.2 or in q’s
J621’s or in q’s

**Automobiles**

**I CAN READ Fiction**

Berenstain. The Berenstain Bears and the big road race.

Bourne. Henry in a jam.

Disney Cars

Garland. Car go far.

**Juvenile Fiction**


Peymani. Fueled for adventure.

**Juvenile Non-Fiction**

J629.2 through J629.228
J796.72

Also look in the qJ area.

---

**Easy Books cont.**

Pinkney. The Sunday outing.

Piper. The Little engine that could.

Ray. All aboard!

Rex. My freight train.

Rinker. Steam train, dream train.

Sturges. I love trains!

Temple. Train.

Ziefert. Train song.

Thomas the train books are in a basket on top of the Easy shelves.

---

**Easy Fiction**

Barton. My car.

Burroughs. Cars.

Collicutt. This car.

Drummond. Tin Lizzie.

Ernst. This is the van that Dad cleaned.

Floca. The racecar alphabet.

Haynes. In the driver’s seat.

Jacobs (CONCEPT). NASCAR 123.

Kirk. Miss Spider’s new car.

Lord. Hot rod hamster.

Lynn. 1-2-3 va-va-vroom!

Maccarone. Cars! Cars! Cars!

Radford. Harry at the garage.

Root. Rattletrap car.

Stein. Cars galore.

---

**I CAN READ Books**

Kalz. The boy who loved trains.

Landolf. Sammy’s bumpy ride.

Metzger. Little red caboose.

Mills. Gus and Grandpa ride the train.

Rylant. Mr. Putter & Tabby take the train.

Skinner. All aboard!

---

**Juvenile Fiction**

Nesbit. The railway children.

Wetterer. Kate Shelley and the midnight express.